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The Land
Mesoamerica
he highest civilization in the Western Hemisphere before the anival of the European
conquerors was in the area we know today
as central and southern Mexico and Guatemala.
Until the middle of the twentieth century vague
or awkward terms- like Middle America-were
used co distinguish this civilized area between the
North and South American continents. In 1943
anthropologist Paul Kirchoff identified more than
a dozen features-for example, writing systems,
sacred temple cowers, tribute-collecting governments, and bloody sactifice-that were shared by
cultures throughout this area. He proposed that
rhe area where those features occurred be called
Mesoamerica ("in-between America'). 12 Mose
scholars liked che clruity of his definition and soon
.
adopted the name.
The term civilized clearly applies co this
area. Only in the Andean zone of South America
was there a possible New World 1ival, but the
lack of clear evidence for wri ting (one of the
usual d iagnostic traitS of civilization) in that zone
has left its civilized status questionable. All other
areas in the Americas were inhabited by less
complex societies. During several time pe1iods
Mesoamerican culture strongly influenced botJ1
North and South America. To some degree, coo,
actual population movements spread Mesoamerican genes over those continental territories.

T

VISUALIZING BOOK Of MOUION LIFE
esearch on the text of the Book of Mormon over
the post half century hos mode o convincing
case that the New World events involving the
Nephites, Lomonites, ond Joredites of that record
took place in Mesoamerico. The geographic, climatic, ond cultural characteristics of the Nephite and
lomonite "land of promise" (1 Nephi 2:20) laid out
in the Nephite record demonstrate that only o limited territory a few hundred miles in extent wos
involved in their history ond that what the text soys
about that setting fits very well in central ond southern Mexico and Guatemala. 13
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The Variety within
Mesoamerica
Environments
hile certain features were found
throughout Mesoamerica, each
region showed peculiarities
based on the facr that the people of each
locality faced differing environmental conditions and had their own local histories as
guides. The history and cultural development of pre-Columbian Mesoamerica overall was complex and had varied local
effects. For example, a people located near
the center of the civilization typically borrowed ideas and behavior from their
neighbors much sooner than people located ouc on the margin. Also, populous terrirories were more likely to generate specialises who could develop, exploit, and
pass on advanced skills and knowledge.

W

Undisturbed tropical forest is no longer
extensive, os ii was in the lowlands Jong ago,
bul less lofty, second growth jungle like this in
the Tuxtlas Mountains zone of Veracruz is
common. It illustrates the bountiful vegetation
found in much of the hot lowlands, or tierro
coliente.

Alarge segment of the stole of Oaxaca, seen
here, displays wildly broken terrain. Only a
few favorable senlement spo~ appear amidst
predominant wilderness. One observer has
described the topography of Mesoamerica os
being •like a piece of crumpled po per.•
8
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Uplands like these near Chimohenongo, Guatemala, were also agriculturally rich and the high elevation mode for a
pleasant climate. Asizable ancient population lived here, although the irregular topography discouraged the growth of
large cities.

Afew volleys and plateau areas with a temperate dimote (tierro templada) offer sizo.ble settlement areas where
agriculture could support considerable numbers of inhabitants. The wide, flat Cintolopo River volley of western Chiopos
wos one such area. Its strategic position mode II o major route for travelers headed northward to the isthmus, and so ii
remains today.

In some lowland oreos extensive boggy wetlands ore common. However, small elevations in the midst of the swamps
provide excellent soil for cultivation and settlement, such as at the site of lo Vento, Tabasco, on islet from which this
photo was token.
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Mesoamerica constituted a more complex mosaic of environmentS and cultures
than many other culture areas. China, for
example, was characterized anciently by
comparative cultural unity, as conquerors
o r rulers in that huge terricory imposed
similar ways of doing things in whatever
pares they cona·olled. But probably no
such politically dominant empire ever
existed in Mesoamerica; conquests by or
contacts between localities tended to be
relatively temporary and co produce only
modest changes in the territories affected.
In fact most Mesoamericans lived o ut their
lives acquainted only with the miniculture
o f their locality-ways of life whose derails
were shared in a single valley or limited
tribal area. The mass of people who lived
as little as fifty miles, let alone three hundred, from another group rarely encountered any of chem.
The fragmented physical environment
discouraged uniformity among the peoples
and their cultures. Par mo re of the territot)' consisted of hard-to-traverse mountains or jungle than of lands readily usable
for settlement and cultivation. Rivers were
shore or segmented by narure so they
were of little use as aids to a-ave!.
owhere in Mesoamerica do we fmd an
equivalent of, for example, Egypt's Nile
River, whose agriculnirally rich floodplain
screeched continuously fo r hundreds of
miles and whose smooth course favored
communication by boat. Mesoamedca
could more appropriately be compared
tO a scattered archipelago, itS smallish
" islands" of culture and secclemenc separa ted by a d ifficult "sea" of wilderness.
The physical environment in Mesoamerica that most impresses visitors from
temperate lands is a·opical forest, or
jungle. There are large areas of chis heavy
vegetation in the eastern portions of the
area. Winds coming inland from the Gulf
of Mexico or Caribbean Sea produce abundant ra.ins there as the moist air is raised
and cooled when it encounters inland
mountains. The result is giant trees and
thick undergrowth chat make cultivating
the soil difficult. The heavy rain also washes
many nutrients from the soil; thus only a
thin layer of productive soil remains after
the heavy plam growth has been cleared
off. Bui lding up large, stable populatio ns
and sertlemencs in this setting was a
real challenge. The discomfort of high
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humidity and temperature still imposes
obstacles co the development of stable civilized life there, as it did anciently.
Spots within the mountainous areas
provided more favorable environments for
settlement. Certain areas in elevated valleys and on plateaus permitted intensive
settlement, but the extent of those favored
territories was limited. In many mountain
zones the climate was drier and more temperate than in the wee lowlands, with
more marked seasonal variation in the
rains. People in the Mesoamerican area
typically speak of tlu·ee types of environment, basing their classification on temperature, which usually relates to elevation: hot lands (essentially the flat lowland), temperate lands (mostly intermediate in elevation), and cold lands (high elevations). Of course, crops and cultivation
techniques as well as building materials
and house forms tended co differ from
zone to zone. Because of the mountainous
nature of the terrain, two or even all three
of the temperature/land types cou ld exist
within a few miles of each other.

Throughout Mesoamerica, distinct wet
and dry seasons are expe1ienced. In the
summer months (May through September)
the tropical sun heats tl1e land, causing the
air co rise. The rise pulls in moist air from
neighboring oceans and that causes the
rains already mentioned. WhUe the moisture is essential for the growing crops, the
clamp, cloudy conditions result in cooler
temperatures; thus "summer" feels like
winter could be expected to feel. Furthermore, the rain in1pedes travel by making
trails muddy and by flooding low areas.
In tl1e drier pare of the yea1· (November
co April) first harvesting and lacer new
planting cake place, and obviously travel
becomes easier then. Anciently wars were
fought in the dry period.
The variety in local environments fostered variations in culture. In the most
diverse areas, several ecological niches
existed in close proximity ro each other,
which allowed different peoples to exist
near each other without necessarily clashing over use of the same resources. For
example, farmers who lived only a few
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Be<ause few large bodies of water or easily
navigable rivers are found in Mesoamerica,
boat transportation was little developed and
fishing was not a major occupation. Beautiful
Lake Atitlan in highland southern Guatemala
is an exception; o network of villages al the
few viable settlement spots along ils steep
shore still take advantage of this rich resource.
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miles from the sea might have cared nothing about fishing but would have happily
exchanged goods with coastal dwellers
who exploited the maritime resources.
The groups might even have spoken very
different languages. Given how Mesoamerican terri tory is broken inco many ecological zones, it is no surprise chat at the time
of the Spanish Conquest in the 1520s as
many as cwo hundred languages were spoken in Mesoamerica, and many cultural
details distinguished the peoples thus sec
off from each other. Yet local differences
were bridged by a veneer of shared concepts and customs we call Mesoameri can
civiJi7.ation.

VIS UALIZI NG BOOK OF MORMO N LI FE
he Book of Mormon pidures its peoples
settled in o tropica l a rea where travelers
were regularly reported os moving up or
down over broken terrain. Wilderness surrounded or abutted on settled areas. For
insta nce, a Lomonite army only a few days
from its homeland could not fin d the way
bock without guidance from its enemies (see
Mosioh 23 :30, 35-6); another porty was lost
for "mony doys" (Mosioh 8 :8), wondering
hundreds of miles without ever fully realizing
where they hod traveled (see Mosioh 8 :7- 11;
21 :25- 7); wilderness loirs afforded guerrilla
outlaws sofe hoven, while authorities from
nearby settled lands who sought to co ntrol
them were unable to do so (see Helomon

T

11 :25, 27- 33).
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THE GRIJALVA RIVER
DEPRESSION
ne major river system tho! ployed a
significant role in the lives of ancient
Mesoomericons was the Grijalva in the Mexican stole of Chiopos. Its upper bosin, called
the Central Depression, begins where the
river' s headwaters descend precipitously from
the bond of mountains in western Guatemala.
Along the stream's northwestward course
through the enclosed, semiarid depression, the
narrow strip of good soil laid down by the
river's flooding and the sure water supply furnished by the stream encouraged the building
of towns ond cities at such sites as those today
called Lo Libertod, Santo Roso, Chiopo de
Corzo, and so on (nobody knows their ancient
names).
A generation ago a hydroeledric dam
was built that flooded the upper port of the
Central Depression, including hundreds of
orchoeologicol sites.
At the northwest end of the Central
Depression, the river hos cut a spectacular
canyon with nearly vertical walls. Through it
the stream descends toward the coast in the
state of Tabasco. There the river branches to
form on immense, swampy delto before it
reaches the Gulf of Mexico.

O

VIS UALIZI NG BOOK OF MORMON LIFE
he only river mentioned in the Book of
Mormon is the Sidon. Analysis of the
extensive textual references to it ond its relatio n
to the land of Zorohemlo shows that the land
essentially constituted o major portion of the
drainage basin of the river. For the Nephites
the river look on its identity as the Sidon near
its head, upstream from the land of Monti
where ii emerged from a narrow strip of
wilderness (see Alma 22:29; 43:22, 24, 27,
31 - 5, 40-2). Tributaries obviously swelled the
stream somewhat as it passed adjacent lo the
city and immediate land of Zorohemlo (see
Almo 2 : l ). No mention is mode obout the
course of the river in the lowlands as it
approaches the sea, which could hove been
because the river lost its identity as it forked
into channels that formed a delta near the
coast.

T

Upon reaching the flat Central Depression aher emerging from the strip of mountains
that separates Guatemala from Chiopas, the river is still only o small stream.

As tributaries swell the flow, the Grijalva be<omes o lull-fledged, impressive river. In
some years heavy seasonal rains upstream caused damaging floods along its course
through the basin. Major dams control the floods today.

Al El Sumidero (The Drain) the stream runs three thousand feet below the crest of this canyon rim
where the river exits the Central Depression. Amodern dam downstream hos now bocked up lake
waters through most of the canyon, stilling what used to be entirely impassable rapids.

The Central Depression of Chiopos
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The Variety within
Mesoamerica
Cultures
ost people have heard of the Aztecs, the Zapotecs,
the Maya, and so on. Less is known abouc how
much variecy sometimes hid beneath such cultural
labels. For example, the Aztec heartland, the Valley of Mexico and itS environs, included dozens of languages and
groups who were ruled by a multitiibal combine (the lriple
Alliance) settled in a metropolis, Tenochtitlan, that had
once been three rival cities. Many of the inhabitants of this
cosmopolitan area in central Mexico knew two, three, or
four tongues. East of the metropolis lived the Tlaxcalans,
whose boundary lay only thirty miles from the Aztec capital. The TlaxcaJans had main rained independence from
their hated neighbors for centuries. Then on the west of
the great capital lay the Turascans; they coo had never been
conquered. Each of these peoples (and others not mentioned here) were as different from the ochers as the English from the French or tl1e Germans from rhe Italians.
Cultural variety also prevailed in more distant Mesoamedcan territories. For example, the Zapotecs in what is
today the state of Oaxaca dwelt cheek by jowl with Mixtecs,

M

Amuzgos, Toques, Cuicatecs, etc. Meanwhile, "the Maya" so
often spoken of in relation to Mesoamelica's history were
speakers of at leac;t thirty languages tJ1at were spread over
eastern and soud1ern Mesoame1ica. Many differences in environmental sertings, scyles of arc and architecture, religious
systems, social arrangements, and governmental fonns were
manifest among these groups. So we need co be reminded
frequently that what we for convenience term ancient
Mesoamerican civilization was no more a uniform entity man
was ancient Near Eastern civilization.
A good deal of the variation consisted of details on
widely shared themes. Ir is because there were basic commonalities that we can speak of Mesoamelica as an overarching culture area. People of one group knew, for example, that a certain god or custom among their neighbors
was more or less equiV'aJent to one of their own. Knowledgeable individuals, such as merchancs who had traveled
about, were capable of making translations between their
own cultural ideas and those of other groups on a "when in
Rome, do as tl1e Romans do" basis. Thus the pauern of life
was somewhat similar for all groups, especially within a
given region, and not startlingly different tl1roughouc the
rest of Mesoan1erica, despite the fact that locals had their
own ways of acting and thinking.
This fragmentation means that exceptions can always
be pointed out whenever we try co generalize about

Yucatec Mayu
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things Mesoamerican. All char can be
done in the brief compass of this
book is to make sratemencs about
what is more or less typical. Readers
can understand the essential information without mastering all the
inu·icacies of the diverse ancient
scene.
It is also important to realize thaL
some major pauerns of Mesoamerican life did not change in their fundamenrals over a period of two thousand or even three thousand years
before the Spaniards arrived. Such
comparalive continuity means that
when we look at clothing, houses,
cultivation techniques, or cusroms of
community cooperation in one period, we can gain valuable clues about
how life went on in both earlier and
later times as well.
The map on page 14 suggests
some of the cul tural groupings in
Mesoame1ica that are often referred
ro, although lhe details are impossible ro show on a map.
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VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE
he groups who participated in Book of Mormon history
were represented in that record os varying cul turally in
details even while o core of widely shored ideas and lifewoys
allowed them lo interact with each other on o predictable
basis. The social and physical isolation ond separatism of
groups we hove seen in Mesoomerico was matched among
Nephites and Lomonites. Within the land of Zorahemlo, for
instance, although o common government held control, in
name of least, over oil local lands, the people in the land of
Ammonihah virtually thumbed their nose ol the ruling powers
in the nominal capitol city (see Almo 8: l l - 3, 17). The
Zoromites provide another case: we ore first told of their

T
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pursuing strange religious customs ond holding weird beliefs
(weird, that is, lo someone from Zorahemlo), ond soon they
went even further ond seceded politically in order to join the
Lomonites (see Alma 31 :59; 31: l - 4). Rebel groups sprang
up repeatedly ol no great distance from the Nephite capitol
city (see Alma 2:2, 13; 51: 16-20; 61 :3-5). Each sow themselves os significantly different from those who ruled them.
One of the causes of this fragmentation wos that geographical separation ond travel difficulties resulted in poor communication; even the chief military commander of the Nephites,
Moroni ,, did not learn for several years who! hod been going
on with some of his forces al the borders of the notion just o
few hundred miles owoy (see Alma 56 : 1- 2; 58:8- 9; 59:2;

60: 1- 3).
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The Variety within
Mesoamerica
Ethnic Gro ups
hen the first Europeans anived
in che New World five centuries
ago, they didn't write in much
detail abouL the biological u-ajt5 of the
inhabitants, although some did refer to
particular groups as having "white·· or
nearly white skins. Other groups were
noticeably darker. 14 Columbus himself
claimed that there were "black" people
in Central or South America.is
Physical anthropologists, who are
concerned with humanity's biologicaJ
variations, have argued the issue of
American Indian unity or variation for
over a century. Ar the beginning of the
twentieth century, che notion was widespread that a number of different races
had migrated to America from the Old
World , but soon the weak logic, data,
and methods that had been used to support chis theory were decisively
attacked. Anthropologists generally
came co argue for the basic similarity of
aJI Ame1ican lnilians, although some
European and Latin American experts
found the evidence for a single ancestry
Jess persuasive than rhe :--sorrh Ameticans did.
Full consensus has continued to
evade the scholars. The more numerous
and more powerful wing still claim that
all American Indians are essemiaJly similar in biological makeup, with only
minor exceptions, and that a single, very
ancient origin (except for a few latecomers to northern North America via
Alaska) is the explanation for the uniformity. A minority of competent specialists
protest that the uniformitarian view is
based on insufficient evidence and that
it is coo early to rule out the possibility
that different groups arrived in the
Americas to enter into the makeup of
the Ametican Indian.

W
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For example, a conference held in

1990 still encountered the contlict. The
argument for a straightforward origin of
Amerindians via the Bering Strait was
said to have been "undone" by certain
archaeologists, linguists, and geneticists.
One study reported at the meeting used
the recently developed DNA technique
to show " that there were at least 11
major lineages [ or biological lines in the
Americas] , possibly more."16
The experts use three sources of
data about ancient racial or ethnic features. First they study preserved skeletal
material or tissue, but good specimens
are scarce and interpretations can differ, 11 even though a majority see relative
uniformi ty. 18 A second source is p reColumbian an. Ancient anises sometimes showed striking differences in the
appearan ce of human figures, including
skin color. Were the differences they
showed due just co the artist's whim?
Was the use of body paint the reason for
the different skin shades, or were the
differences due co variable ethnic and
racial origins? The third source of data
on the question, the appearance of the
living descendants of the ancient peoples,
seems co some observers co confirm that
the variations were biologically real, for
they also show wide differences in skin
color and overall appearance, beyond
what can be accounted for by any late
mixing with the Spanish conquerors.

Differences of degree ol skin darkness may
be moniles1 in this mural from 8-0nompok in
the ninth century A.O., although some believe
that body point may explain the different
hues represented. Yet it is reasonable that
differences in skin pigmentation were
present long ago when we consider the
diverse ancient laces displayed in the next
sertion.

About A.O. 1100 o mural pointer al Chichen
Illa in Yucatan plainly distinguished degrees
of darkness of skin color on the men in this
boat. The S{ene that includes this detail has
been interpreted by some (non-Mormon)
observers os showing o military defeat ond
ravaging of the light-skinned folks by the
darker-skinned group."

E T H • I C

VISUALIZING BOOK Of MORHON Llfl!
ormon's record gives only minimal information about what
Nephites or lamanites looked like. Stotements about skin
color are mode at a couple of points. The earliest Nephites
were said to hove been "white" or "fair" (2 Nephi 5:21 ),20 while
lamanites were stereotyped as "dork" (1 Nephi 12:23). later,
however, certain lamonite descendants were considered white
like the Nephites (see 3 Nephi 2: 15-6), while no hint is given
that the skins of the numerous Nephite dissenters who became
lomanites darkened. We cannot develop on objective picture
from the subjective statements that are all the text gives us. That
leaves the question of biological variety open and complicated.
Other peoples were evidently present in the area when
Nephi's and Mulek's parties orrived.21 For all the text indicates,
they could hove included Mongoloid types. Very probably they
involved unacknowledged descendants of the Jaredites, for personal names, plants, and cultural elements known among that
earlier group show up among the Nephites without any historical
explonotion.22 We have no way to know the biology of those

M
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Jaredite descendants. The numerous people of Zorahemlo (commonly called "Mulekites" in LOS discourse, although not in the
Book of Mormon text itsel~ shored the land of Zorohemlo with
the Nephites and become part of Nephite society. No facts about
their biology ore given in the text.
Throughout most if not all of Book of Mormon history, the
terms Lamanite and Nephite signaled political and cultural affiliations, not biology. Skin color and other biological features within either faction could have varied considerably. Then, too, puzzling groups show up in Nephite history without adequate explanation. Who the Amolekites were and where they came from are
questions never clarified; and the Amulonites in only a single
generation are said to hove become almost as numerous as the
Nephites!23 Obviously, much more was going on and more
peoples and cultures were involved in Book of Mormon history
than modern readers usually detect when reading Mormon's terse,
one-sided account. Given such uncertainties, ii is well to remember Hugh Nibley's caution, "There is not a word in the Book of
Mormon to prevent the coming to this hemisphere of any number of people frorn any port of the world al any time."24
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A Gallery of
Ancient Faces
he faces shown here are not claimed to be
representative of the population of Mesoamedca at any particular time. CoUected arc
objeccs can never provide a satisfactory basis for
establishing what was representative. Rather, these
countenances have been selected to demonstrate
that anciently a surprising variety of human types
coexisted in the area. A different selection of figures would have co be made to support the claim,
common among expercs, that Mesoamericans had
only northeast Asian ancestors. Certainly many
early figures d isplay Mongoloid characteristics (see
especiaUy many faces to be seen in other sections
of this book). But .the present point is that types of
people from many other parts of the world were
also present in Mesoamerica. Most of the faces
shown here are portraltS of such individuals,
although tl1eir very presence in Mexico and Cenm1I America is ignored or denied by conventional
physical anthropologists. Apparently the genes of
those unexpected ancestors from other areas of
the earth failed co su,vive on as wide a scale as
d1ose sprung from northeast Asian ancestry.
These ceramic heads are mainly specimens
in private artifact collections in Mexico. The
late Alexander van Wuthenau and other
investigators have been struck with the variety of human types revealed by these
objects and have drawn attention to this
variety by photographic documentation.is They maintain that this is all the
evidence needed t0 demonstrate
that a wide variety of ethnic or
racial types were present in Mexico
and Central America.26

T

Arare arrangement of fociol
hair is seen on lhis rociolly
undossifioble portroil.
18

From the Classic ero comes this lowland Moya
bearded face with o noloble nose.

Apowerful, perhaps
arrogonl Mayo face is
featured on lhis Joino-style
ceramic S<ulpture (co. A.O.
700).
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ALate Classic Mayo (A.O. 60~900), from Guotemolo.

An Alriton lace, ofter A.O. 800, stole of Oaxaca.

Another interesting visage, from Classic-era Veracruz.

Aman in Olmec slyle from Pueblo, central Mexico.

ATeotihuocan-slyle face from Veracruz, co. A.O. 400.

ASemitic lace, highland Guotemolo, before A.O. 300.

Adearly Mediterranean type of face from Veracruz, of
Classic age.

An Olmec jade mask that might be matched in, soy, Korea.

Another Classic-age head from Veracruz that is very
Meiliterranean.
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A Gallery of
Modern Faces
ith so much biological variety present anciently, we should expect that
some of chose va1ied genes were
passed down co Mesoamerica's modern native
peoples. They indeed show substantial diversity
in appearance. Of course, many problems
complicate any attempt to penetrate the matter. For example, because Lhe Spaniards and
their diseases destroyed many Indian groups,
the remnancs of native peoples now to be
found in Mexico and Guatemala represent only
a sample of the range of groups that once
inhabited the area. And the wars conducted by
the Aztecs and earlier conquerors no doubt
long before greatly modified whatever genetic
composition was present, say, two thousand
years ago. Mixing with the European newcomers may have further obscured the picture.
Nevertheless, we still find evidence in Living
Mesoamerican groups of some of the ethnic
complexity that prevailed anciently.
The pictures in this section are of individuals who still identify with their Indian ttibal
groups. They live in relatively remote areas of
Mexico where native peoples continue to have
a strong social presence. It is possible, though
not likely, that the appearance of some has
been influenced by their having had an incidental Spanish progenitor.

W
Young Mixte< woman, northern Oaxaca

Cuicale< boy, western Oaxaca

lxcate< girl, northern Ooxoca

Another young Cuicate<, western Oaxaca

Zoque matriarch, central (hiapos

Old Zoque man, central Chiapas

luate< mon, northern Oaxaca

M01atec woman, northern Oaxaca
Zapatec woman, Tehuantepe<

22

Mixtec madonna, southern Oaxaca
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The Variety within
Mesoamerica
Languages
t is logicaJ to expect that the array of
environmental settings and the multiple peoples occupying them would
be reflected in the number and disttibution of languages spoken ancienciy in
Mesoarnerica. Around the world, ci1e more
broken the terrain, the more fragmented
is the distribution of languages. lt is
impossible to know precisely how many
tongues were used in Mesoamerica, but
two hundred wouJd not overstate ci1e
number. (These were distinct languages,
each one unintelligible to speakers of
other languages, not merely dialeccs.)
Llnguiscs are far from united on how
these tongues related co each other. Some
reckon that five or six major, independent
families were involved. Those families differ from each other as much as, say, the
Semitic family (including Hebrew) differs

I

from the Indo-European family (including
English and Latin). But other language
experts are less willing to lump diverse
languages into such gross families. The
number of groupings they recognize is
closer to two dozen, each seemingly independent from the others. Certain single
languages have no apparent relatives at all
in the area. No evidence hints that there
was ever one dominant language or language family throughout Mesoamerica.
The accompanying map shows something of both the variety in and similarities
among the languages of this area. On a
map of Mesoan1erica are plotted some of
Lhe words that mean "corn." languages of
the Mayan family, on the right side of the
map, demonstrate how a particular early
word (probably pronounced something
like "eesh") ultimately varied from region
to region as, over ci1ousands of years,
daughter languages split off and spread.
The map aJso makes clear that in addition
to the ancestt-al Mayan term, many other
terms for corn were used, probably from
early times.

Corn in the Codex Borbonicus
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VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE
he Book of Mormon soys extremely little about its peoples'
languages. Lehi and his group initially spoke Hebrew, of
course, but the brevity of the record does not allow us lo determine if their descendants mode on unreported change. (Keep
in mind a potential parallel. The doily speech of Jesus' day in
Judea was Aramaic, a language related to, yet different from,
the Hebrew tongue that hod been in use in Lehi's time. Yet if
we d id not hove nonbiblicol sources with which to reconstruct
the history of the Semitic languages, we would not know the
historical process by which Aramaic replaced Hebrew in
Judea.)
We know that the spoken language of the people of Zorahernia in Mosioh 1's day was not the Hebrew that hod been
spoken by Mulek's father, King Zedekiah, in Jerusalem . Omni
l : 17-18 emphasizes that Mosiohi's Nephites and the people of
Zorohemlo spoke distinct languages when they first met. The
Nephites assumed that Zorohemlo's group hod "corrupted"
(Omni 1 : 17) their original Hebrew, yet research by linguists
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assures us that two branches from a common parent language
would not change as rapidly as the Nephites supposed. The
people of Zorohemlo would still hove been able to make recognizable sense of Nephite speech ofter only four hundred
years of separation, if both hod simply kept on using their own
naturally evolving version of Hebrew. Instead, the Mulekites or
the Nephites, or both, seem to hove switched to a different
tongue in those few centuries. Possibly they picked up a language spoken by survivors from the Joredite era. And since the
Mulekites greatly outnumbered their Nephite rulers, it is probable that the lotter come to speak the majority tongue as the
generations moved on .
The Book of Mormon gives no hint whether additional languages were used or not, though they might hove been. Perhaps such a subtle matter was ignored in the very brief historical sketch we hove for the early centuries of their history.
There is much to be learned yet. A few linguists hove
shown that o significant portion of Hebrew vocabulary and
grammar is mixed into certain Mesoomericon longuoges.27
Studies on that _interesting matter continue.
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